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　　Text / Xue Jiaming

　　Reporters learned from the State Council Legislative Affairs Office, "the amendment (draft) People's

Republic of China on Road Traffic Safety Law" (the "manuscript") has started in the online public

comment. Manuscript increase provisions, instead of the actual driving people to accept vehicle traffic

offense penalties and scoring and reap economic benefits for six months at the temporary suspension of

driving license, impose a fine of thousand dollars more than two thousand yuan. After being punished

recidivism, as well as organizations introduce others to withholding points, driving license revoked within

five years may not re-obtaining a driving license. (November 3, "Legal Evening News")

　　In fact, not an end in points, but a means to urge everyone to comply with traffic rules. However, some

people after the violation, the first thought is not "three times daily," get rid of their bad driving habits, but

drilling system loopholes rack their brains, trying to buy points and sell points trouble. "Buy points Buy

points" popular, on the one hand, overdraft of the "history of the most serious cross-compliance" system

majesty, shake traffic enforcement's credibility. On the other hand, but also for some speculators lose the

opportunity to correct bad habits transportation, fall into the "points - buy points - again points - buy points -

a major accident," the vicious circle, and ultimately harm to others.

　　"There is no trading, no killing." "Driver's license restricted to sales points deduction card six months"

will undoubtedly cut off from the source of supply. Meanwhile, organizations, instead of the actual driving

introduce others to accept vehicle traffic offense penalties and scoring and reap the economic benefits,

fifteen days detention, impose a fine of 1,000 to 5,000 yuan, driving license revoked, within five years may

not re-obtaining a driving license. This increases the mass fraction of the illegal organization cut costs. It

should be said, the traffic control department of the buyers and sellers to slap in the face to help curb the

rampant chaos pin points.
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　　But deduction card really contain "pin points" panacea medicine it? I'm afraid not. Marking The reason

is considered a trifling matter, "myopia" The problem most fundamental reason is the traffic control

department. One device "myopic." Currently, the installation of the probe can only take on a road car and

license plate number of illegal vehicles, but to shoot the driver looks unclear. So many illegal drivers drilled

loopholes in management, to find someone to "do it." Two non-site traffic violations processing mode

"myopic." The traffic control department does not strictly check the driver image information, as well as

some drivers may break two successive red light, with two different this "top cylinder." The law

enforcement team appeared in the ghost, leaving "myopia" increasingly serious problem. Internal things

change is fundamental, "myopia" The problem is not solved, and how to cure "pin points" chaos it?

　　Therefore, "myopia" The problem is not solved, "sales points" it is impossible to find traces muffler.

Therefore, the traffic control department is concerned, than against the "buy points selling points" is more

important is to solve the "myopia" problem. First, to improve pixel camera equipment to solve the device

"myopic." Just think, who bolted in violation is recorded too clear message, "sales points" still make sense

it? Second is the solution to law enforcement, "myopia" problem. The traffic control department on the one

hand, to conduct a serious investigation, "the ghost", do not give illegal "shovel minute" to leave room for

maneuver. On the other hand, should strictly check the driver of images and other information, people must

not be converted into a car illegal violations, people fish in troubled waters. In short, the only solution to the

"short-sighted" problem, "sales points deduction card" to achieve maximum power.
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